Comfort Plus®
Cushion Backing

Backing
Options
A carpet tile’s backing is critical to its performance,
durability and appearance retention. The right
backing will not only ensure the carpet tile remains
dimensionally stable and flat on the floor, it can provide
acoustic, insulation and sustainability benefits.
Different environments call for different backing
solutions and making the right backing choice is an
important part of the carpet specification process.
Milliken offers a range of innovative, practical and
sustainable options.

COMFORT PLUS® CUSHION BACKING

Comfort Plus® Cushion Backing
with 90% recycled content

Comfort Plus®, with 90% recycled content, is Milliken’s
latest generation cushion backing system. In addition
to providing superior underfoot comfort and significantly
improving the carpet’s wear performance, Comfort Plus
also offers installation, ergonomic, acoustic, safety and
environmental benefits.

Nylon 6 or 6:6 Yarn
Constructed for
optimum wear
performance and
appearance retention.
Collections featuring
up to 100% recycled
content are available

Cross Section: Comfort Plus® Cushion Back Carpet Tile

Latex
To provide tuft bind

Amber™
Adhesive layer to attach
the carpet and cushion
backing system

Primary Backing
Featuring up to
90% recycled,
post-consumer
content from
PET bottles

Glass
For dimensional
stability

Felt
For clean uplift
and ease of reuse
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Recycled Cushion
Featuring open cell
polyurethane to
provide underfoot
comfort, improve
acoustics and
enhance appearance
retention. Features
90% recycled, post
industrial content.

COMFORT PLUS® CUSHION BACKING

Comfort Plus® Cushion Backing:

Improves Acoustics

In open-office environments, with teams of people all
talking at once, noise can be disturbing and frustrating.
In such environments, the acoustic advantages of
cushion backing are impressive.
Spaces fitted with Comfort Plus® carpet tiles will be
noticeably quieter than with any hardback product.
Comfort Plus® reduces impact noise (e.g. from foot
traffic) and absorbs ambient sound (e.g. from nearby
conversations) making spaces feel calmer and less
frenetic. Improvements in workplace acoustics can yield
higher performance and increase productivity, making
it easier to both concentrate and collaborate.
The acoustic properties provided by Comfort Plus®
are also beneficial in educational environments, making
it easier for students and teachers to hear, communicate
and concentrate. Numerous studies have shown that
reduced noise levels improve knowledge retention and
reduce error rates among students and minimise vocal
cord strain for teachers.
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Comfort Plus® absorbs up to

50%
more noise than hardback

COMFORT PLUS® CUSHION BACKING

Here’s how it works: Comfort Plus® cushion addresses
two aspects of sound in the working environment:

1. It improves the ability of the carpet to reduce
impact noise
Impact noise is essentially a structural vibration
that occurs when one object collides with another,
such as footsteps on a floor. It typically occurs in
an adjacent space and is transmitted from the point
of impact through a wall or floor. Noise is measured
in decibels (dB).

2. It improves the ability of the carpet to absorb
ambient sound
Sound absorption refers to the carpet’s ability to absorb
(rather than reflect) sound waves within a space, from
sources such as human speech. A material’s sound
absorbing properties are expressed by the sound
absorption coefficient, α, (alpha), as a function of the
frequency. Alpha (α) ranges from 0 to 1.00 (from total
reflection to total absorption).
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Hardback Carpet Tile
Comfort Plus® Carpet tile

Comfort Plus® reduces impact sound
(e.g. from foot traffic) by up to 40%
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Comfort Plus® absorbs up to 50% more noise
than hard-backed tiles and up to 12 x more
than hard surface products
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COMFORT PLUS® CUSHION BACKING

Comfort Plus® Cushion Backing:

Improves Underfoot Comfort

Cushion backing has a huge impact on comfort and
fatigue. At the end of the day employees in offices
with carpet tiles with cushion backing will notice a big
difference in the way their knees, feet, back and ankles
feel. The cumulative benefit over weeks and months can
have a big impact on overall health.

Here’s how it works. The open cell cushioning used in
Milliken’s Comfort Plus backing features the same type
of technology found in high-performance athletic shoes.
With greater underfoot support, Comfort Plus cushion
backing significantly reduces leg muscle fatigue – often
by as much as 24%.

The benefits go beyond just physical health.
An investment in Comfort Plus can provide dividends
in the form of increased productivity and improved
morale. In retail and hospitality environments where
comfort is a vital part of the overall customer experience,
Comfort Plus helps create a more relaxing and luxurious
environment where guests will feel more at home and
want to linger longer.

As height adjustable desks become the norm, the
ergonomic benefits of Comfort Plus are amplified. In
sit-stand working spaces, comfort whilst both standing
and sitting are of equal concern and Comfort Plus ticks
all the ergonomic boxes.

Comfort Plus cushion backing
offers improved ergonomics
and is particularly beneficial
with sit-stand workstations

Comfort Plus® reduces
leg muscle fatigue by up to

24%
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COMFORT PLUS® CUSHION BACKING

Comfort Plus® Cushion Backing:

Improves Appearance Retention

In most buildings, the floor covering is the most
used, and abused, interior finish. It is also usually the
finish with the largest surface area and so protecting
its appearance will have a significant impact on the
overall long term aesthetics of the interior. Cushion
backing protects the face of the carpet from the effects
of traffic and wear and can extend the life of the carpet
by up to 50%.

Here’s how it works. The cushion backing acts as
an insulating shock absorber, absorbing some of the
impact of foot traffic, reducing wear and damage to the
carpet fibre. As the face of the carpet is protected, its
appearance retention is extended and the life of the
carpet is increased.
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Comfort Plus® can extend
the carpet’s life by up to

50%

150 years of innovation
Design-led technology
Respect for the environment
Products that inspire

SAMPLE HOTLINE +44(0)1942 612 803
CUSTOMER SERVICE
T +44 (0)1942 612 777 | carpetenquiries@milliken.com
Beech Hill Plant, Gidlow Lane, Wigan WN6 8RN, England
LONDON STUDIO
T +44 (0)20 7336 7290
5 Berry Street, Clerkenwell, London EC1V 0AA, England
www.millikencarpet.com

